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From the author of Iron Axe comes the second Book of Blood and Iron… Ages
ago, those who had the ability to change their shape lost it, leading to endless
bloody battles for supremacy between the races—until one reluctant hero stepped
forth to restore peace to the world.… Even though Danr the half troll ended
centuries of fighting, he still is not living the quiet life he longs for. Rumors have
arisen that certain people are once again wielding the power of the shape. If Danr
could learn to use it, he could become fully human and spend his life with his
beloved, Aisa. But he is not the only one who craves the gift of changing form.…
Slavers have taken Danr’s friends captive, demanding the power of the shape as
ransom. To obtain it, Danr must cross paths with the Fates, Death, and a giant
wyrm that lives at the bottom of the ocean—before other, more dangerous parties
uncover the secrets of shape changing.…
A New Adult Urban Science-Fantasy novel in the spirit of Beauty and the Beast.
What would you do when there are no good choices? The moment a bunch of
men with guns kicked in the doors of her house, Avery Morgan knew her
estranged father's gambling addiction had finally caught up to her family in the
worst way. On the brink of doing something unspeakable to save her little sister
from being taken, she is interrupted by the sudden arrival of Darrien Stathos, a
business mogul whose true persona is rumored to be the lord of the criminal
underworld known as Kairos. Darrien announces that he is also there to collect
on a contract with Avery's father - for Avery. As she struggles to find some
normalcy within her life while living with an alleged crime lord and dealing with
the constant harassment of two FBI agents, several disturbing observations
about Darrien's eyes and the frightening, inexplicable ways he stops a couple of
would-be assassins make Avery rethink her initial dismissal of some of the more
outlandish gossip that questioned his humanity. Avery thought she wanted
answers, but the truth of Darrien’s identity will not only shatter the foundation of
her understanding of reality but also reveal a disturbing and dangerous truth
about herself.
The complete first story arc in the Riverford Shifters paranormal romance series
from New York Times & USA Today Bestselling author Cristina RayneKylie
Moore has a secret, one she and her adoptive father have carefully guarded for
over a decade since the night her parents disappeared. However, when she is
randomly attacked one night in her apartment complex's parking lot, that one
violent act sets in motion events that reveal not only her long-dormant shifter
heritage in the worst possible way, but could also railroad her efforts of finding
out what really happened to her parents.Suddenly finding herself the center of
attention among Riverford's shifter clans, Kylie's only hope of navigating such a
dangerous minefield of politics and perpetual battles over territory is Hunter, a toosexy-for-her-peace-of-mind jaguar shifter that might be her key to gaining insider
access to the hidden and secretive shifter society.Now Kylie must decide whether
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to integrate more deeply into Hunter's jaguar clan in order to take advantage of
this rare opportunity or to run while her secret still remains uncovered. To stay
would mean deliberately putting herself in more danger than Kylie may be
prepared to handle, especially when Hunter, the person she must rely on, may be
hiding something as well.Complete Edition includes Parts 1-4: Transformation,
Revelation, Ramification, and InfiltrationContains strong sexual content and
language, intended for readers 18+
I've restored my soul, but now I'm trapped in the Citadel, separated from Ali.
Worse, she believes I've betrayed her. And she's desperate to kill me. Even as I
work to save her, a great reckoning between the tribes of Elves threatens to ruin
my plans. And if I don't solve this, Ali and I will both end up in Hel.
After discovering the true nature of the One Ring, Bilbo Baggins entrusts it to the
care of his young cousin, Frodo, who is charged with bringing about its
destruction and thus foiling the plans of the Dark Lord.
In an alternate-world Los Angeles, prosecutor/psychic Lee Enfield and her
partner, Gelert, investigate the murder of an elf. They soon reveal a deadly
network of ties among organized crime, multinational corporations, and planetary
governments of the Seven Worlds -- all working together on the "ethnic
cleansing" of elves from the alternate world of Alfheim.
Isolated for nearly five hundred years, an eastern tribal culture becomes
embroiled in a fight for survival. A giant roc fleeing to the west is intercepted and
brought down by battle hawks. It hurls a package into a pond as its dying act.
The package, retrieved by a young warrior and his sister, proves to be one of the
missing stones of power. These warriors are thrown into a maelstrom of
adventure as they attempt to return this and a matching power stone to the west,
the last stronghold against a growing menace that threatens their world.
Every hundred years, tradition dictates that all eligible females in Sweetwater
assemble for the choosing ceremony. Two vampire kings have separate
territories within the surrounding countryside. Both are eager to pick their future
brides. What a waste of her freaking time. Tanya is among the many women at
the choosing ceremony. As far as she's concerned it's an outdated, sexist event
and if it wasn't mandatory she so wouldn't be here. It's not important that the two
males are ridiculously rich and handsome. Deep down she knows a plain Jane
like her will never be picked by one of the kings anyway. Many of the women in
the town square are stunningly beautiful and model thin. Most seem enthusiastic
about being a queen even if it means being mated to a blood sucker, which suits
her just fine. Imagine her surprise though when King Brant sets his sights firmly
on her. Once a vampire king has decided, there's no going back. But her home is
in Sweetwater. Being forced to live amongst the vampire species...big
gulp...forced to mate with a vampire...is not what she had in mind for herself.
Maybe she can convince him to let her go, to pick again. If not, she'll have to find
a way to escape his - very muscled and rather delicious - clutches.
Dwarves, elves, wizards, warriors, and more gather together as unexpected allies to free an
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oppressed human kingdom, not to mention save the world. This fast-paced, character-driven
story has something for everyone, regardless of whether the reader is a fan of high fantasy or
more practically minded. With heroes ranging from the somewhat traditional to the truly unique,
how can anyone resist the beginning of a new fantasy series? So gather your courage, invite a
few friends along and see if you can take advantage of The Demon's Folly.
To save the Goblin King, she must risk her life on a journey to the ends of the faerie realm...
Freya couldn't have known she would destroy the entire faerie court by beating the Goblin
King. All she wanted was her sister back, not to imprison the king. But with her sister refusing
to return home, Freya is left trapped in her own mess. She has to fix what she broke or the
faerie realm will get infinitely more dangerous. Bring the Goblin King back. Save the people
she harmed. And do her best to avoid the temptation of falling into the Goblin King's arms.
Considering the Goblin King is locked away in a magical prison, at least one of her goals may
be impossible to achieve... ...unless she's willing to go through hardships unnumbered. Fans of
Sarah J. Maas and the Labyrinth will be left guessing at every turn! Freya already beat the
Goblin King. But can she defeat the Goblin Queen? Scroll up and one click to find out today!
Can two enemies work together to save the one person they both love? After all this time,
Dustin's transformation is nearly complete, and his happy ending is so close he can almost see
it. His wedding is fast approaching, and he's about to start school. He has his future, his lover,
and his friends, and he at last believes that he can truly have it all. Meanwhile, their old
nemesis lurks in the shadows, ready to destroy any happiness Casersis might have. They
knew Bradley is dangerous, but no one is prepared when he makes his move and kidnaps
Dustin. In order to rescue Dustin, Casersis must work with his old adversary, Erastus. They
both love the almost-elf in very different ways, and if they can't set aside thousands of years of
hate, it's Dustin who will pay the ultimate price. This 74,000-word non-shifter omegaverse
novel is set in a world where mpreg (male pregnancy) is a fact of life. However, this series
does not end with a baby or pregnancy. Tags: Omegaverse, non-mpreg, non-shifter, younger
alpha, older omega, the end is nigh!, still so much age gap, it matters less now, all the
schmoop!, wedding planning, university prep, Erastus is a good pup and Dustin likes him,
Casersis is not a happy camper, kidnapped!, bad guys!, rescue mission!, Casersis sucks
lemons because he has to work with Erastus, Stacy is awesome, I think Casersis and Erastus
both want to adopt her, soulbonding, fated mates, mages, magic, the loveable idiots might
actually get their HEA.
"Descended of Azaziel, beloved of the damned, she comes in a reign of blood. By the coming
of Heavenly Witches she is heralded, a woman with a golden heart, the strength of a thousand
suns, and the wings of Death's night, to purge the blackness from another's soul. "Her Soul
Mate, born of the Fallen and impure Warlock's blood, will rise with her, his heart black as
Death's Power and his strength unchecked. "Their Bonding will unlock the Awakened Ones,
and their union will set them free. The descendant of Azaziel will be the last of her kind. She is
a Dark Angel, a Witch with vast Power and the skills of a Warrior . . ." Cayden Wheekes, a
flame-haired yet shy Lost One, unknowingly stumbles into the grips of her destiny when she
receives a tattoo in the form of Celtic wings connected by an Infinity symbol. When she moves
from Juliette to Macon, she begins attending a new high school with her stepsister—an
outrageously witty and volatile girl named Cassie Storm—and is immediately drawn to the Dark
Angels, a dangerous and elite group of goths. She soon realizes that the Dark Angels are not
what they seem and is confronted by the stark reality of the world. Immortal beings exist, and
she bears the Mark of the Wiccan Race on her back. In this harrowing tale of love and
prophesy, Fate and Death play a game of chance, and Cayden is their pawn. None of her
loved ones are safe, not even her Mates, and as a new era of war and destruction begins,
Cayden must choose between free will and destiny.
This is the complete collection of the Elven King fantasy romance series from New York Times
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and USA Today bestselling author Cristina Rayne that includes Claimed by the Elven King,
Claimed by the Elven Brothers: Decision and Fate, the holiday prequel story Shadows Beneath
the Falling Snow, and an Elven King bonus short, Date Night. It contains strong adult content
and language. For Emily Ford, being awakened in the dead of night by what seems to be the
very shadows in her bedroom come to life is the least of her worries as she is spirited away to
become the new wife of an elven king for the purpose of bearing his heirs. Entranced despite
herself by his ethereal beauty, Emily surrenders willingly to his seduction and is introduced to a
new world of sensual pleasures she had not thought possible outside of a dream. But can a
human ever really win the heart of an elf or have a place within the elven court? Especially
when the biggest obstacles to both is her new husband's barren and resentful queen who has
no qualms about wanting Emily gone and is prepared to do the unspeakable to make it happen
and the whispers of anti-human sentiments within the elven court, itself? paranormal romance,
steamy elven romance, fantasy romance, elves
InD'tale's 2015 RONE (Reward of Novel Excellence) Award Winner for Fantasy/Sci-fi "Curl up
with this book, a glass of wine, and no interruptions!" (InD'tale Magazine) After countless
millennia as the King of Eria, Talion thought he’d experienced all life had to offer. That is, until
Maggie entered his land. The beautiful human whirlwind refreshes his spirit, while all too often
trying his patience. Though he desires nothing more than to claim her as his bond mate and
queen, his secrets could drive them apart or even end their lives. Stranded in the elvin land of
Eria, Maggie D’Anglio spends her days trying to figure out a way home while attempting to
avoid the sexy and provoking Talion. Unfortunately, she’s living in his palace. His world. His
rules. The mysterious king intrigues and infuriates her as no one ever has, a lethal combination
to her commitment-phobic heart. But when she parties too hard and wakes up magically bound
to him, there’s no escaping the irresistible irritant—or her new role in a land on the brink of war
with the darkindred. This is the second book in the Mists of Eria series and contains adult
content. This story was previously published under the same title but now has a new cover and
fresh edits. Fantasy romance, elf king, royal hero, portal romance, portal fantasy, alpha hero,
elf hero, human heroine, fae hero-human heroine, elf hero-human heroine, fae-human
romantic relationship, fae hero, fae soul bond, fated mates
Book 2 of the Crystal KingdomAvery Lotusmist, a pro gamer, went on a camping trip to
celebrate her friend's birthday and ended up kidnapped. Maybe? Avery thinks she's really in a
dream-like video game simulation. The catch? In order to wake up and go home, she has to
beat every level! This is gonna be awesome. Being sucked into a game was great way to test
her skills. Unless it's not really a game. But it has to be, right? Tylen Wyndove, Elf King, has a
whole kingdom to keep safe. When he saves the most beautiful woman he's ever seen at a
slave market, he realizes he's in big trouble. He knows he's found the woman he wants and no
wizard, orc or legend will take his mate. And his shifter fully, one-hundred percent agrees. He
has no idea what a video game or levels are, but he's really glad that Avery is as in love with
him as he is her.Avery's levels get harder by the second. Meet the sexiest man at a slave
auction: Check. Marry said sexy man, who's also the Elf King: Check. Fake seduce a madman
to save a bunch of people: Check. Wear a crown that won't come off her head: Double check.
Realizing you're not stuck in a video game and you are in love with the Elf King: Say what?
A holiday novella set two thousand years before the events chronicled in Claimed by the Elven
King. Originally published in the Kiss of Christmas Magic anthology. Contains strong adult
content and language. When an unprecedented visit from the Supreme Elven King, Kirion,
disrupts elven princess Miriel's usual plans during the winter solstice, it's the least of her
worries when a single touch by the powerful king could reveal a secret she and her family have
desperately kept for over a hundred years. However, King Kirion has a few revelations of his
own that could also change Miriel's life forever. Keywords: free, freebie, free ebook, free
paranormal romance, free fantasy romance, free romance, elven romance, elf romance, free
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Essie would do anything for her kingdom...even marry an elf prince she just met that morning.
The human kingdom of Escarland and the elven kingdom of Tarenhiel have existed in an
uneasy peace after their last wars ended with both kings dead. As tensions rise once again,
desperate diplomacy might be the only way to avert war. If only negotiations between elves
and humans were that simple. When a diplomatic meeting goes horribly wrong, Essie, a
human princess, finds herself married to the elf prince and warrior Laesornysh. Fitting in to the
serene, quiet elf culture might be a little difficult for this talkative princess, but she's determined
to make it work. With impending war and tenuous alliances, it will be up to Essie to unite her
two peoples. And maybe get her hands on elven conditioner while she's at it.
This is a spin-off from the Eternal Flames and Eternal Flames Maddox series. You don't have
to have read any of them to read this series. When Ezra finds out the truth of why his mate has
kept him at a distance, he promises to make changes to ensure his mates safety and prove to
Jewel how much he loves him. Jewel is thrilled that Ezra sticks to his word and let’s the walls
around his heart shatter, allowing Ezra in completely. But just as he finds out about a special
gift that will bring them closer together, someone kidnaps Jewel.
Prudence Clark lives a seemingly normal life in Cambridge with her best friend's family. But a
series of strange events compounded by a wave of kidnappings is about to turn everything she
believed about her existence upside down. A brutal attack catapults her into a new reality - one
that makes her the most important refugee of the Council of the Five Kingdoms. Now, she's
charged with the task of finding the King's runes to stop Alanel, the most malicious and
ruthless being, following his escape from prison. Alanel has declared war on the king of
Arkana. Now, even more shocking truths come forth, exposing long-held secrets about
Prudence's past and her destiny. Her newfound knowledge will prompt her to embark on a
treacherous journey to face dangerous beasts in the most inhospitable of places. But her
journey will not be alone, she'll be joined by the Company of the Rose, brave warriors that will
fight by her side, and hopefully, lead to the retrieval of the runes before it's too late.
Marriage to an elf is complicated...especially bringing him home to meet the family. Princess
Elspeth of Escarland married the elf prince and achieved peace between the elves and her
human people. But after a recent ambush by the trolls, it is clear the trolls are trying to start a
war between the elves and humans once again. To keep their peoples at peace, Essie and
Farrendel travel to meet Essie's family and negotiate a stronger alliance. Yet in Escarland, not
everyone is happy with peace. Traitors lurk in both Escarland and Tarenhiel, and it will be up to
Essie and Farrendel to flush them out. The consequences of failure might be more personal
and deadly than they can imagine.
Ethelwynne stuffed the braid into her bag, put the scissors away and slipped out of the store.
She caught a glimpse of herself in the window's dark glass. She supposed she looked boy-likeat least, in the night. Hopefully, the perception would last long enough for her to get safely out
of the city. But where could she go? She couldn't lead the elves to her home, and going home
wouldn't get her parents back, anyway. The king. If she wanted to live and see her parents
again, she needed to tell the elven king his brother had stolen the key to the realms to
overthrow him. She just had to make it over the mountains. Ethelwynne glanced up at the
towers looming above her. With a bit of luck, she could sneak onto a skyship. As she walked
down the alley towards the ships, Ethelwynne pulled the braid out of her bag and undid it.
Tearfully, she scattered stray strands on the ground for the rats to use in their nests.
Though they had locked Caligo away forever, Garin and Mattie quickly discover that the
creature’s dark influence still torments the inhabitants of the land. The Mage’s Council, in
particular, is slowly being overtaken by an evil in their midst. When the couple arrives at the
Stronghold in the North, they must find a way to stay a step ahead of this new enemy or risk
losing their lives completely.
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Casersis yearns for a soulbond. But getting his wish may kill his new mate. Casersis has been
keeping a secret. And the longer he avoids Dustin's attempts to pry it out of him, the harder
Dustin chisels away at Casersis's resolve. Throughout this push and pull, Dustin is so bored
he's all but climbing the walls. To battle this, Casersis takes Dustin on a series of long-overdue
dates, bringing them closer both emotionally and spiritually. When Casersis finally admits his
secret-that he yearns for a fabled soulbond-he's surprised that Dustin is completely fine with
the idea of eventually trying for one. But when it happens by accident, neither are prepared for
the fallout. Dustin still has enough human blood that the soulbond causes excruciating,
debilitating flares of agony. And if the fits don't calm down soon, the soulbond may just kill him.
This 70,000-word non-shifter omegaverse novel is set in a world where mpreg (male
pregnancy) is a fact of life. However, this series does not end with a baby or pregnancy.
AN ALLURING HEALER Lady Alique Zorba is as beautiful as she is impulsive, and she's
determined to rescue her family and kingdom from the dark elven menace. A PRAGMATIC
GENERAL Kain Jazara has no idea of the explosive revelations hanging over his head, as he
tackles the latest incursion of the dark elves into Thorius. But must he be lumbered with
highborn healer, Alique when she'll only get in his way? When the two volunteer to become
hostages so the innocent can be freed, little do they know they're about to embark on the first
of many missions together; assignments where neither can guarantee the other's safety. As
they discover an undeniable passion, will revelations from Kain's past destroy Thorius, his
relationships and any chance of happiness? The Elf King's Lady is the fifth book in the epic
Queenmakers Saga, combining the sweeping high fantasy world of Thorius with sizzling
romance. If you like magic, political intrigue and mythical creatures, wrapped up in an interracial love story, then you'll adore The Elf King's Lady.
Reading stories is the favourite pastime of the millions of the children worldwide. They like
stories about kings, queens, fairies, demons, and so on. But they find more interest in the
stories bound with illustrative framework. With this observation, the present book entitled
Adventure Stories of Elves in the series Young Readers Classics is released with various
stories about elves. The book contains four stories; each with some angelic character who
plays leading roles in the story and provide succor to the persons involved. The relevant
illustration makes the story more enjoyable. The story is woven in such a manner as the
readers would feel that elves do really exist and would come to our help when required.
They are the only ones standing between their kind and timeless evil. Will their love survive the
fight?Camden has spent his life not knowing who he is and being told he's too broken to ever
accomplish anything. But the truth is that he isn't human, and his untrained powers hold the
clue to either saving or damning all elven kind. Ripped from the only life he's ever known and
terrified, there's no time for him to adjust when a gorgeous prince rides to his rescue. Crown
Prince Morough of the Netherdark will do whatever it takes to save the small but fierce omega
who is their only hope for saving their world. Falling in love and finding his mate isn't in the
plans, but he won't turn down his chance at happiness, even on the eve of the apocalypse. But
when it turns out that Camden's powers offer either salvation or downfall, the stakes are higher
than ever. With ominous premonitions of their love getting cut short, their fragile found family
may very well be the first casualty of a war beyond winning. King's Heart is the first book in the
stunning new fantasy series, Adradis Rising. Fans of Soulbond: The Omega's Assassin and
the Fated Elves series will recognize this world you've been dying to see more of. So grab your
copy today and get lost in epic fantasy as only Devon Vesper can deliver! Tags: Swoony alpha
crown prince, feisty omega without a filter, found family, ancient evil, switched at birth, age
gap, like serious age gap, 9000+ years of age gap, heat, knotting, virgin omega, name
changes, ancient ancestors bent on destruction, Camden making a million+ year old king cry,
Morough constantly exasperated by Camden, sane talking horses, murderous talking horses,
prissy talking horses, magic kisses, epic adventure, a hint of mpreg, Omegaverse elves,
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magic, mayhem, and madmen. This book was previously published under a different title and
pen name in another genre. It has undergone extensive edits from its original version.
Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy
romance about a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King is impossible to put down! The
elves come for two things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for death. Three-thousand
years ago, humans were hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the treaty was formed.
Now, for centuries, the elves have taken a young woman from Luella's village to be their
Human Queen. To be chosen is seen as a mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteenyear-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl. Instead, she's dedicated her life to
studying herbology and becoming the town's only healer. That is, until the Elf King
unexpectedly arrives... for her. Everything Luella had thought she'd known about her life, and
herself, was a lie. Taken to a land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the new queen to
a cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf King. Once there, she learns about a dying world that only
she can save. The magical land of Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her home and
people tug on another... but what will truly break her is a passion she never wanted. A Deal
with the Elf King is a complete, stand-alone novel, inspired by the tales of Hades and
Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with a "happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for
fantasy romance fans looking for just the right amount of steam and their next slow-burn and
swoon-worthy couple.
It’s war. Zandrax wants to rule the world from King Halvard’s throne within the Holy City of
Thanos. Seventy thousand men are marching toward Thanos, with a supply train five miles
long. They can only march as fast as the train can travel. However, King Halvard only has less
than twenty thousand in his army. How can they win? But what is the prince of thieves and
Lady Felayna doing? Is that love or war? And how about Prince Kalan and Princess Altina?
Neither Lord Darak nor King Halvard seem able to put the pairs together no matter how hard
they try. Then the three mages from Wylche manage to dump the broken and battered body of
Prince Qarvon into the hall at the Holy Castle at Thanos, reminding everyone that there really
is a war going on. But it will take a miracle to heal thepPrince’s body and hope he will live to
walk again. All the while, Zandrax’s army is marching up the King’s Highway to Thanos, as
snipers from Thanos ride down to snipe at the edges of that army, hoping to reduce it to a
manageable number that more closely matches the number of the High King’s army. It’s war!
With surprising goings on around the city of Thanos. What is King Halvard thinking of?
Destroying his own city? For what purpose?
A carefully forged peace is threatened by unforeseen danger. The prospect of going to college
terrifies Dustin, and he balks at using Casersis's money to do it. Along with his normal, human
insecurities, Dustin is beside himself between going to therapy to deal with changing species
and worrying about his omega's upcoming heat. But Dustin is unprepared for the new twist
when he accidentally soulbonds with an enemy. Erastus is crazed to get Dustin away from
Casersis and will stop at nothing to get his way. Casersis is trying his hardest to put Dustin's
mind at ease, despite not understanding the very human hang-ups getting between them. But
when his public relations officer attacks him, Casersis's worries shift from Dustin to those trying
to hurt him and his alpha. With his mate distracted, Dustin's new soulbond could cost his
relationship with Casersis. Or-even worse-his life. This 74,000-word non-shifter omegaverse
novel is set in a world where mpreg (male pregnancy) is a fact of life. However, this series
does not end with a baby or pregnancy.
In this brand new series from the author of the Clockwork Empire series, a hopeless outcast
must answer Death’s call and embark on an epic adventure.... Although Danr’s mother was
human, his father was one of the hated Stane, a troll from the mountains. Now Danr has
nothing to look forward to but a life of disapproval and mistrust, answering to “Trollboy” and
condemned to hard labor on a farm. Until, without warning, strange creatures come down from
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the mountains to attack the village. Spirits walk the land, terrifying the living. Trolls creep out
from under the mountain, provoking war with the elves. And Death herself calls upon Danr to
set things right. At Death’s insistence, Danr heads out to find the Iron Axe, the weapon that
sundered the continent a thousand years ago. Together with unlikely companions, Danr will
brave fantastic and dangerous creatures to find a weapon that could save the world—or destroy
it.
Wanted by the Elven King
From the bestselling Chosen SeriesKeto is soon to be crowned. He doesn't feel quite ready
even though it's a day he's been working towards his whole life. There are many changes he
wants to bring about, all for the betterment of his people. He has a kingdom to run and a
council to win over. Elven kings can be voted out of power by their councils. His position is not
yet cemented. His first order of business is to choose an elven female. One he can take as a
mate. Keto desperately needs heirs. It is expected of him and must happen soon.Why can't he
get a certain vampire female out of his head though? It's worse when he sees her again after
all these years. She doesn't recognize him and he can't blame her. He's changed so much. So
has she and all for the better. Still tall and athletic, but curved in all the right places, and just as
feisty as ever. So damned uncivilized and he loves every minute.Find an elven female... do it
now ... he must keep his focus on a future mate.Keto wants the vampire female one last time
though...just once. Then he'll see about a mate...an elven mate. It's not like he has a
choice!This Story Contains strong sexual themes/language and is not intended for readers
under the age of 18.

Science fiction writer Philip K. Dick (1928–1982) is the giant imagination behind
so much recent popular culture—both movies directly based on his writings, such
as Blade Runner (based on the novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?),
Total Recall, Minority Report, and The Adjustment Bureau plus cult favorites such
as A Scanner Darkly, Imposter, Next, Screamers, and Paycheck and works
revealing his powerful influence, such as The Matrix and Inception. With the
publication in 2011 of volume 1 of Exegesis, his journal of spiritual visions and
paranoic investigations, Dick is fast becoming a major influence in the world of
popular spirituality and occult thinking. In Philip K. Dick and Philosophy thirty Dick
fans and professional thinkers confront the fascinating and frightening ideas
raised by Dick’s mind-blowing fantasies. Is there an alien world behind the
everyday reality we experience? If androids can pass as human, should they be
given the same consideration as humans? Do psychotics have insights into a
mystical reality? Would knowledge of the future free us or enslave us? This
volume will also include Dick's short story "Adjustment Team," on which The
Adjustment Bureau is based. Philip K. Dick and Philosophy explores the ideas of
Philip K. Dick in the same way that he did: with an earnest desire to understand
the truth of the world, but without falsely equating earnestness with a dry
seriousness. Dick’s work was replete with whimsical and absurdist presentations
of the greatest challenges to reason and to humanity—paradox, futility, paranoia,
and failure—and even at his darkest times he was able to keep some perspective
and humor, as for example in choosing to name himself ‘Horselover Fat’ in
VALIS at the same time as he relates his personal religious epiphanies, crises,
and delusions. With the same earnest whimsy, we approach Philip K. Dick as a
philosopher like ourselves—one who wrote almost entirely in thought-experiments
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and semi-fictional world-building, but who engaged with many of the greatest
questions of philosophy throughout the Euro-American tradition. Philip K. Dick
and Philosophy has much to offer for both serious fans and those who have
recently learned his name, and realized that his work has been the inspiration for
several well-known and thought-provoking films. Most chapters start with one or
more of the movies based on Dick’s writing. From here, the authors delve
deeper into the issues by bringing in philosophers' perspectives and by bringing
in Dick’s written work. The book invites the reader with a casual familiarity with
Dick to get to know his work, and invites the reader with little familiarity with
philosophy to learn more. New perspectives and challenging connections and
interpretations for even the most hard-core Dick fans are also offered. To
maximize public interest, the book prominently addresses the most widely-known
films, as well as those with the most significant fan followings: Blade Runner,
Total Recall, Minority Report, A Scanner Darkly, and The Adjustment Bureau.
Along with these “big five” films, a few chapters address his last novels,
especially VALIS, which have a significant cult following of their own. There are
also chapters which address short stories and novels which are currently planned
for adaptation: Radio Free Albemuth (film completed, awaiting distribution), The
Man in the High Castle (in development by Ridley Scott for BBC mini-series), and
“King of the Elves” (Disney, planned for release in 2012).
An omega elven king finds his alpha. Unfortunately, he's human. Casersis Ardal,
the former Sun King, is a First Generation elf of over three million years. He
meets his match in Dustin Juniper, a twenty-year-old human construction worker.
Dustin accidentally runs into Casersis and comes into contact with a magical
amulet. He can't stop the transformation that ravages him, slowly turning him into
an elf. He has been on his own and completely independent since his
emancipation at sixteen. Losing control over his life and circumstances is
something he avoids at all cost. But falling in love with an ageless elf makes all
control go out the window. Especially when his body keeps doing strange things
like changing eye color and growing pointed ears. Casersis has been alone on
earth for millennia. Having a burgeoning elf around brings feelings he isn't
comfortable with. But he can't let Dustin go. If the humans find out Dustin is an
elf, Dustin would become a science experiment. The only option Casersis has is
to keep Dustin captive. But keeping Dustin cooped up may backfire if Dustin
keeps rebelling. If they want to be together, Casersis and Dustin must find a way
to compromise. Love like theirs is once in a lifetime.
To save a fae kingdom, a trans witch must face his traumatic past and the royal
fiancé he left behind. In Asalin, fae rule and witches like Wyatt Croft...don't.
Wyatt's betrothal to fae prince Emyr North was supposed to change that. But
when Wyatt lost control of his magic one devastating night, he fled to the human
world. Now a coldly distant Emyr has hunted him down. Despite transgender
Wyatt's newfound identity and troubling past, Emyr claims they must marry now
or risk losing the throne. Jaded, Wyatt strikes a deal with the enemy, hoping to
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escape Asalin forever. But as he gets to know Emyr again, Wyatt realizes the boy
he once loved may still exist. And as the witches face worsening conditions, he
must decide what's more important--his people or his freedom.
THUS THE EPIC ADVENTURE CONTINUES: Centuries ago the Guardian
banished the Dark One into the void. Now it is time for the Protector to retire but
before he goes he must find a replacement. There is only man up to the
challenge but he disappeared months ago. So the Guardian sends a band of
awkward adventurers to a strange land ravaged by a mystical horde of manbeasts. Surving becomes just as important as what they discover and what they
discover threatens to destroy the entire world.
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